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INTRODUCTION
Responding to snow and ice events is a city-wide endeavor requiring efforts from governmental
departments, private contractors, and local citizens. The removal of on-street snow and ice in the City of
Georgetown is a combined effort between the Georgetown Public Works Department (GPW) and the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC).
The GPW is responsible for removing snow and ice on approximately 122.17 centerline miles of Dedicated
City streets and up to approximately 17.07 centerline miles of Not Dedicated streets. Centerline miles
represent the total length of a given street from its starting point to its end point but does not represent
the length of streets actually plowed. Plows typically make passes based on the number of lanes on each
street. These are considered lane miles and are approximately two to three times the measured
centerline miles here in Georgetown. The KYTC is responsible for all federal and state roads.
In addition, other departments within the City and County work together relaying both time critical
information and poor condition locations where additional effort is needed to increase vehicular safety.
The following section will outline each involved department including their roles, responsibilities and key
contact numbers.
Every fall, representatives from these departments meet to review and update this Snow Removal
Management Plan for the upcoming winter season. In addition, GPW coordinates the long-range
planning, equipment preparation, material procurement and route planning for snow removal.
The following factors are considered when establishing procedures and protocols for snow removal and
when evaluating their effectiveness in minimizing a storm’s impact on the community:









Rate and accumulation of snowfall
Moisture content
Presence of sleet and freezing rain
Temperature variations
Wind velocity
Time of day or night
Storm duration
Intervals between storms
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
In order to efficiently conduct a safe and effective snow and ice response it is integral for various
departments to synchronize their efforts. The following departments are the driving force of the
response:
GEORGETOWN PUBLIC WORKS (GPW)
The GPW is the primary winter storm responder to all snow and ice events. Their goal is to provide
a safe and sufficiently mobile transportation network throughout the City of Georgetown by
delivering professional snow removal and traction control services during adverse winter weather
conditions.
As the managing unit of the effort, citizens are requested to initially contact the GPW for any
questions and concerns regarding active snow removal efforts and refuse collection services at
the number listed in the table on the Key Contact Numbers section.
911 CENTER
The Georgetown Scott County 911 Center provides call taking and dispatching services for the
general public and the public agencies serving Georgetown and Scott County. During snow
events, the 911 Center also provides road condition reports and serves as a critical point of
contact relaying information between agencies about their needs and locations. Additionally, the
911 Center manages a list of all currently available emergency response units to assist with
ensuring that the proper number and type of units can response to multiple emergencies.
NON-EMERGENCY CITIZEN MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
The GPD and GFD are committed to providing transportation to healthcare workers who
provide healthcare services and citizens who have special medical needs or medications
by utilizing a small fleet of military Humvees and four wheel drive vehicles during
inclement weather emergencies. Citizens who wish to request this service are asked to
call the 911 Center at their non-emergency phone number listed in the table on the Key
Contact Numbers section.
GEORGETOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT (GPD)
The GPD serves as the primary emergency responder to most calls and is typically the first agency
on the scene. They have the capability to deliver service in the most extreme conditions and
operate 24 hours a day during these times. GPD assists snow clearing efforts by patrolling streets
to report specific road conditions and to ensure that all Emergency Snow Routes and Secondary
Streets are clear of parked cars when a Snow Emergency is declared. These patrols also serve to
locate disabled, stuck and/or abandoned vehicles where officers can provide immediate
assistance to motorists. GPD participates in the Non-Emergency Citizen Medical Transportation
Service program by providing Humvees.
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GEORGETOWN FIRE DEPARTMENT (GFD)
The GFD serves as a primary responder to fires and supports GPD for accidents. They also have
the capability to deliver service in the most extreme conditions and operate 24 hours a day. GFD
supports snow clearing efforts by patrolling streets to report street hazards and assist motorists.
They also participate in the Non-Emergency Citizen Medical Transportation Service program by
providing four wheel drive vehicles.
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (EMA)
The EMA / OHS monitors the event via radar and other weather tools. They coordinate with the
National Red Cross if shelters are needed as well as respond to serious weather related incidents
including major vehicular accidents and any other reports of damage resulting from the storm.
MAYOR’S OFFICE
The Mayor’s Office serves as an additional contact between responding departments and the
public. Depending on the severity of the storm and the condition of responding City departments,
the Mayor may declare a Snow Emergency to protect the safety, health and welfare of citizens
and City employees. When a Snow Emergency is declared, the Mayor’s Office will contact local
news agencies and the public as outlined in the Public Notices, Alerts and Media section.
PARKS AND RECREATION (PR)
Parks and Recreation is responsible for clearing snow and ice from access streets and parking
areas located within parks or near PR facilities. Some of these facilities include: the Ed Davis
Learning Center, the Pavilion, areas around Cardome, Scott County Community Park and Royal
Springs. During heavy or extended storm events PR may temporarily close facilities if determined
that it’s unsafe for employees to get to work. More information about PR’s snow removal efforts
and the status of facility availability can be found on their website listed in the Public Notices,
Alerts and Media section.
PR SNOW REMOVAL PRIORITY LIST FOR FACILITIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Pavilion
Ed Davis Learning Center
Scott County park
Brooking Park (streets)
Cardome Park

6.
7.
8.
9.

Suffoletta Park
Marshall Park
Brooking Park (walking trail)
All other facilities to be addressed as
resources are available

CEMETERY
The Cemetery staff is primarily responsible for clearing snow and ice from travel ways throughout
the Cemetery. Once complete, they assist GPW’s street clearing efforts in the southeastern
downtown area.
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KEY CONTACT NUMBERS

STATE

STATE AND COUNTY AGENCIES
KY Transportation Cabinet

(859) 246-2355

KY State Police

(502) 227-2221

State Highways Information Hotline
COUNTY

PHONE

511

Road Department

(502) 863-7890

Public Schools

(502) 863-3663
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WEATHER MONITORING
During the snow and ice season, the Emergency Management Agency (EMA) serves as the primary
designee charged with forecasting weather events. EMA continuously monitors the weather using:






In-House Weather Instrumentation
USGS Information Systems
Local Flood Poles
Radar
Direct Communication with the National Weather Service (NWS) in Louisville

In addition, GPW also observes National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) weather data
as well as local area media forecasts supplementing the data received from the EMA.

FOUR CONDITIONS ROAD ADVISORY LIST
The Four Conditions Road Advisory List was developed in order to systematically advise the public of road
conditions and when necessary, emergency procedures that must be followed. The current condition will
be posted on the City’s website as outlined in the Public Notices, Alerts and Media section.
During local snow and ice events, the GPW Sanitation Department utilizes the “Conditions” established in
this plan when considering modifications to the daily refuse collection services. The GPW Sanitation
Department will obtain the current condition rating from GPW and will consult with other partnering
agencies to determine the future weather impact on the City of Georgetown. PR also refers to these
“Conditions” when determining whether or not to delay or close their facilities.
The Four Conditions Road Advisory List below dictates when sanitation services may be suspended and
when and where motor vehicles are permitted to be parked on City streets.
CONDITION GREEN






Snow is absent from roadways
Ice is absent from roadways
Travel is unrestricted on all roads with normal caution
Full refuse collection services – unrestricted
PR facilities are open during regularly scheduled hours

CONDITION YELLOW






Snow accumulation is under two (2) inches
Ice accumulation is minimal and/or localized to small areas
Travel is unrestricted on all roads with extra caution
Full refuse collection services - unrestricted with minimal delays
PR facilities are typically open during regularly scheduled hours
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CONDITION ORANGE







Snow accumulation is over two (2) inches
Ice accumulation is severe and/or widespread
Travel is unrestricted on all roads with extreme caution
o Unnecessary trips should be avoided
o Vehicles with all-wheel or four wheel drive recommended
Full/Partial refuse collection services – routes may be modified and/or severely delayed
PR facilities will have a delayed opening

CONDITION RED
When conditions become so severe that parking must be restricted for safety, snow plowing,
snow/ice removal efforts or other emergency response services; the Mayor will declare a Snow
Emergency which consists of the following two (2) stages:
SNOW EMERGENCY STAGE 1 (SE1)








Parking is prohibited on all streets designated as Emergency Snow Routes
o Vehicles parked on designated Emergency Snow Routes will be towed
o Residents are asked to make every effort to park vehicles off-street on all
roads to facilitate snow removal
Travel is unrestricted on all roads with extreme caution
o All unnecessary trips should be avoided
o Vehicles with four wheel or all-wheel drive recommended
Minimal refuse collection services
o Refuse collection services are suspended
o Emergency collections will be permitted as determined by GPW
PR facilities are indefinitely closed

SEVERE SNOW EMERGENCY STAGE 2 (SSE2)







Parking is prohibited on all streets designated as Emergency Snow Routes
o Vehicles parked on designated Emergency Snow Routes will be towed
o Residents are asked to make every effort to park vehicles off-street on all
roads to facilitate snow removal
Travel is unrestricted on all road with extreme caution
o All unnecessary trips should be avoided
o Vehicles with four wheel or all-wheel drive recommended
Refuse collection services are indefinitely suspended
PR facilities are indefinitely closed
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PUBLIC NOTICES, ALERTS AND MEDIA
This Snow Removal Management Plan is available on the City of Georgetown’s website for the public and
media to ensure that anyone who may be affected by snow and ice events can learn about Georgetown’s
notification and operating procedures. In the event of an extreme weather event where conditions
dictate that the Mayor declares a Snow Emergency; the media will be directly notified by the Mayor’s
Office and emergency notifications will be posted on the City’s website. Once the Snow Emergency has
passed and the Condition Advisory Rating has dropped to Orange or below, the City will provide
notification through the City’s website and Facebook Page.
Information and notifications will be provide through the following outlets:











City of Georgetown’s Website
City of Georgetown’s Facebook Page
EMA Website
EMA Twitter Account
EMA Facebook Page
Parks and Recreation Website
Parks and Recreation Facebook Page
Parks and Recreation Twitter page
News Graphic
Lexington Herald Leader

www.georgetownky.gov/RoadConditions.aspx
Georgetown Facebook
www.ScottEMA.com
www.twitter.com/Scott_EMA_OHS
https://www.facebook.com/groups/114131903659/

www.gscparks.com
https://www.facebook.com/GSCParks
https://twitter.com/GSCParks
www.news-graphic.com
www.kentucky.com
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STREET CLASSIFICATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
This Snow Removal Management Plan defines every street within the City as either an Emergency Snow
Route, Secondary Street, Tertiary Street, Not Dedicated Street, Private Street or State Road. The City does
not maintain State, County and Private Streets. Not Dedicated Streets may be maintained by the City if
the Responsible Entity (RE) provides a liability waiver to the City. The RE is usually either the developer,
Home Owners Association (HOA) or property owner.
The City maintained streets have been defined as Emergency, Secondary or Tertiary to prioritize levels of
effort and to impose vehicular restrictions, when necessary, to improve safety and the efficiency of the
snow and ice removal response. In general, higher priority streets support larger numbers of the traveling
public and are cleared first to increase safer travel conditions for the majority of the public. Priority is
typically defined by:





Traffic Volume
Street Width
GSCPC Subdivision Regulation Street Classifications
Emergency, School and Special Hazard Areas (Bridges, Hills and Curves) - see Appendix 4

Crews will first complete snow plowing efforts on Emergency Snow Routes followed by Secondary and
Tertiary Streets in that order. When all City maintained streets are plowed once, the crews return, by
priority to the streets that need to be re-plowed or on an as-needed basis as dictated by the conditions of
the storm. Emergency, School and Special Hazard Areas are also re-examined at this time.
A map of the aforementioned designations can be found in Appendix 1 or viewed through an interactive
online map, developed by the Georgetown Scott County GIS Department, which can be accessed at
http://gis.gscplanning.com/snow-removal/. This map color codes streets by Emergency Snow Route,
Secondary Streets, Tertiary Streets and Not Dedicated Streets (provided waivers). A complete list of
streets by segment is provided in Appendix 5.
In addition, GPW has separated the City into four (4) quadrants or Snow Plowing Zones which are generally
divided by US 25 (Broadway) running north-south and US 460 (Main Street / Paris Pike) running east-west.
Each zone is assigned one or two operators who salt and plow a route designed to maximize clearing
streets by their priority rating. Occasionally, the initial route may include lower priority streets when it
becomes more efficient to include them. A complete map and of the designated zones can be found in
Appendix 2.
Finally, a complete map of streets not maintained by the City can be found in Appendix 3 or online at
the link above. Streets not maintained by the City include:




State and County Roads
Not Dedicated Streets where the RE has not provided a damage waiver
Private Streets within residential areas where the RE has not contracted with and has not
provided a damage waiver to the City
10
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EMERGENCY SNOW ROUTES
The City of Georgetown has designated, with appropriate signs, approximately 54.4 centerline
miles of roadway as Emergency Snow Routes. These streets are generally described as
‘boulevard’ or ‘local collector’ as defined by the Subdivision and Development Regulations and
typically connect Secondary Streets to arterials and other high volume streets. Disabled or parked
vehicles along these roadways can reduce removal effectiveness and increase accidents when
snow plowing operations are underway. During a Snow Emergency, the GPD is permitted to
remove, or have removed, any vehicle from the Emergency Snow Route to facilitate safety,
movement and/or snow removal efforts.
This may occur when the following conditions are met:




The vehicle is parked in an area designated as an Emergency Snow Route when:
o A Condition Red Snow Emergency Stage 1 (SE1) has been declared
o A Condition Red Severe Snow Emergency Stage 2 (SSE2) has been declared
The vehicle is stalled or disabled on the normally traveled portion of any public roadway
and the owner is not attempting to remove the vehicle

SECONDARY STREETS
The City of Georgetown has designated approximately 62.8 centerline miles of roadway as
Secondary Streets. These streets are generally described as ‘continuous’ by the Subdivision and
Development Regulations and typically connect tertiary streets to collectors (Emergency Snow
Routes). Parking is permitted on these streets during all snow events, however it is recommended
that all vehicles be relocated off-street. Disabled vehicles along these roadways may be removed
by the GPD when the following conditions are met.


The vehicle is stalled or disabled on the normally traveled portion of any public roadway
and the owner is not attempting to remove the vehicle

TERTIARY STREETS
The City of Georgetown has designated approximately 25.2 centerline miles of roadway as
Tertiary Streets. These streets are generally described as ‘local’ by the Subdivision and
Development Regulations and typically consist of cul-de-sacs, dead end streets, alleys and other
low volume streets serving a limited number of properties. Parking is permitted on these streets
during all snow events, however it is recommended that all vehicles be relocated off-street.
Disabled vehicles along these roadways may be removed by the GPD when the following
conditions are met.


The vehicle is stalled or disabled on the normally traveled portion of any public roadway
and the owner is not attempting to remove the vehicle
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NOT DEDICATED STREETS
Not Dedicated Streets are streets in developing neighborhoods that are intended to be dedicated
to the City once certain requirements are met. There are approximately 16.35 centerline miles
of Not Dedicated Streets here in Georgetown. The City of Georgetown will provide snow and ice
removal services on Not Dedicated Streets provided that the RE has executed a liability waiver on
a form provided by the Public Works Department. This waiver shall be in place by October 1 of
each year to provide time to update this plan and shall be renewed on an annual basis. If no
waiver is provided, the responsibility to clear streets of snow and ice remains with the RE. In this
situation, the RE is required by ordinance to start clearing streets when visible accumulation of
snow or ice begins and shall have those streets clear within 24 hours after final snowfall or ice
accumulation.
PRIVATE STREETS
Private Streets are streets that are not intended to nor have been dedicated to the City for
maintenance and therefore shall not be maintained by the City. There are approximately 21.1
centerline miles of Private Streets here in Georgetown. These streets are typically located in small
residential developments, apartment complexes, commercial areas, industrial zones and
institutional areas.
STATE AND COUNTY ROADS
State and County Roads are not maintained by the City of Georgetown. There are approximately
58.5 centerline miles of State Roads here in Georgetown. State Roads located within the City of
Georgetown are maintained by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet District 7. County Roads are
maintained by the Scott County Road Department. Refer to Key Contact Numbers section for
information on how to contact these entities.
TOWING AND IMPOUNDMENT
When the above conditions are met, the GPD removes a vehicle by contacting one of the local
towing companies previously under contract with the City. Vehicles are removed by the private
company and relocated to their individually designated impoundment areas. Car owners can find
information on how to retrieve their vehicle by calling the GPD at 502-863-7826.
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TREATING THE ROADS
Agencies across the state treat roads using various methods, equipment and materials tailored to their
climate, equipment, staffing capacities, funding capabilities and procurement limitations. Even with such
diversity, agencies typically follow a five step process outlined below and is followed by the City of
Georgetown’s approach to this process.






Pre-Treatment
Initial Effort
Maintenance Effort
Final Effort
Recovery

PRE-TREATMENT EFFORT
Pre-Treatment typically involves spraying a brine solution or spreading rock salt (sodium chloride)
prior to the storm event. Rock salt is the most widely used de-icing agent in the United States
because of its cost and melting effectiveness. When the temperature is above 25 degrees
Fahrenheit, salt can melt several inches of snow and prevent or reduce the bonding of compacted
snow to the pavement surface. However, salt is less effective at temperatures below 25 degrees
Fahrenheit and/or when traffic volumes are too light to activate the chemicals. For lower
temperatures, a ratio of nine (9) gallons of liquid calcium chloride can be added to every ton of
sodium chloride (rock salt). The calcium chloride reacts with salt to create melting at
temperatures down to 20 degrees below zero.
The GPW currently stockpiles a minimum of 3,000 tons of rock salt to begin the snow season. In
addition, the City typically has an agreement with a rock salt producer to provide addition salt at
a unit rate. GPW does not pre-treat before every winter storm; only when the forecast calls for a
snow or ice accumulation event that warrants salting. When GPW decides to pre-treat, City
streets are salted in the order of their priority as outlined in the Initial Effort section below.
INITIAL EFFORT
The Initial Effort typically involves the first round of plowing emergency facilities and streets
according to a pre-developed plan of action. This plan details routes that are based on the priority
of each street as well as the realistic capabilities of current equipment and personnel available for
use. The City of Georgetown has determined the priority of streets, in descending order of
priority, as outlined in the Street Classifications and Restrictions section. Crews will be dispatched
to their respective quadrant and begin snow removal efforts based on that plan. The Initial Effort
ends once all City maintained streets have been cleared once. The amount of snow, type of snow
and/or ice, and the duration of the storm event all affect the amount of time it takes to complete
each priority street making it impossible to develop an accurate completion timeline. Generally,
GPW aims to clear all streets within the first 24 hour period of the storm.
13
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MAINTENANCE EFFORT
The Maintenance Effort does not necessarily occur during every storm. Typically, the
Maintenance Effort only occurs during longer duration storms that require multiple passes over
routes, previously cleared during the Initial Effort, when snow or ice continue to accumulate.
When the conditions are met to begin the Maintenance Effort, the GPW will re-clear streets based
on the priority system as outlined in the Street Classifications and Restrictions section. Often this
period is also used to remove snow and/or slush from storm drain inlets to increase drainage.
Snow that has melted will often harden or turn to ice when it is not permitted to drain from the
roadway further clogging storm drains. This reduces the effectiveness of snow clearing methods
and can substantially increase the amount of time it takes to clear streets. In addition, Special
Hazard Areas are revisited to determine if further salting, clearing or other action is required. A
working map of Special Hazard Areas can be found in Appendix 4.
FINAL EFFORT
The Final Effort typically begins when snow and/or ice has ceased accumulating and the majority
of streets are generally clear. Activities during this period include final clearing of:





Snow / Slush / Ice from Storm Drain Inlets
Snow Mounds from Intersections / Cul-De-Sacs
o Residents/Occupants are Responsible for Mounds in Front of Private Driveways
Public Parking Lots
Remaining Snow Stockpiles

In addition, Special Hazard Areas are revisited to determine if further salting, clearing or other
action is required.
Refuse collection is often resumed at this point if it was restricted during a Snow Emergency,
however this depends on the landfill being open and accepting waste. The landfill is operated by
a private entity and may not have recovered from the storm by this time.
RECOVERY EFFORT
Once snow and ice clearing has been completed and the streets are in an acceptable condition
for safe travel, the Recovery Effort begins. During this period the following activities are
performed:



Crews Inspect, Maintain and Clean Equipment
Salt Usage and Stores are Evaluated
o Quantity of Salt Used is Determined
o Quantity of Salt Remaining is Estimated
o Additional Salt is Ordered Based on Thresholds
14
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GPW HOURS OF OPERATION
During snow events, the GPW’s supervisors are on call 24 hours a day and 7 days a week on a rotating
basis. Contact information can be found in the Key Contact Numbers section. In the case of a Snow
Emergency, GPW’s crews work 12-hour shifts around-the-clock throughout the Initial Effort period.

GPW EQUIPMENT
The GPW has on hand, equipment capable to respond to the majority of winter storms. In the event of
an extreme emergency situation or equipment breakdown, GPW may employ the use of Private Snow
Removal Providers as outlined in the next section.
Currently, the GPW is able to employ the following equipment:







Fifteen (15) Trucks with Plows
o Four (4) Dump Trucks
o Eleven (11) One-Ton 4x4 Pickup Trucks
One (1) Front-End Loader
One (1) Skid Loader
One (1) Bobcat
Two (2) Backhoe

PRIVATE SNOW REMOVAL PROVIDERS (PSRP)
When severe snow or ice accumulation occurs, the City of Georgetown may contract with PSRPs who
provide snow and ice removal services. These providers are used to assist the GPW only where additional
manpower and equipment are required to protect public safety. Typically, PSRP efforts will focus on
Tertiary Streets.
PSRPS interested in providing this service shall execute a contract with the City prior to performing any
work. The current rate offered by the City of Georgetown is $100 per hour for plowing and salting. All
PSRPs shall only perform work only in areas as directed by the GPW director.

REFUSE COLLECTION POLICY IN SNOW OR ICE EVENTS
City regulations and public health protection require that the GPW’s Sanitation Department provide
refuse collection regardless of weather conditions. The exception is in emergency situations such as heavy
snow and ice when administrators, for the safety of its employees and the public, can suspend all
collections to keep its heavy vehicles off streets until road conditions improve. Collections for snow and
ice events can be suspended as outlined in the Four Conditions Road Advisory List section. When
suspended, the Mayor’s Office will provide notification to the public through the channels outlined in the
Public Notices, Alerts and Media section.
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PROPERTY OWNER/RESIDENT RESPONSIBILITIES AND HELPFUL TIPS
As a property owner, resident or visitor here in Georgetown, there are activities that you can do to help
respond to snow and ice events. The following Responsibilities section details what activities are required
by ordinance and the subsequent Helpful Tips section outlines a few recommendations to help your
personal snow removal effort be as efficient as possible. When the City as a collective performs their
individual responsibilities, the response as a whole can be much more effective.
RESPONSIBILITIES – ORDINANCE 15-016
NOT DEDICATED STREETS
The City of Georgetown will provide snow removal and treatment on streets that have
been platted for dedication to the City but have not yet been accepted for maintenance,
provided that the Responsible Entity (RE) executes a liability waiver on a form to be
provided by the Department of Public Works (GPW) no later than October 1 of each year.
If the RE declines City snow removal or fails to provide the required waiver, the RE shall
clear the Not Dedicated Streets for which it is responsible within 24 hours after final
snowfall or ice accumulation. A list of street classifications is located in Appendix 5.
PARKING
Applying chemicals and plowing are difficult operations to perform. Therefore, residents
are asked to park in their driveways when snow is anticipated rather than on the street.
This will allow operations to be performed in a safe and time-effective manner. If your
property is adjacent to an Emergency Snow Route, parking on the street is prohibited
during certain Snow Emergency declarations. Please be familiar with the Snow Removal
Management plan and determine what type of street abuts your property using the
priority map in Appendix 1, the street list in Appendix 5 or by accessing the online map
viewer at http://gis.gscplanning.com/snow-removal/.
DRIVEWAYS
During normal snow plowing operations, snow may be placed in your driveway
unavoidably. Plows are angled to the right for plowing from the centerline of the street
to the curb. These are often referred to as windrows. For this reason, a certain amount
of snow will be deposited in driveways. Snow placed in driveways or on sidewalks by the
City while snow plowing is the resident’s and/or property owner’s responsibility to
remove. Also note that this may occur more than once during a 24 hour period.
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SIDEWALKS
Just as important to clearing roads, sidewalks must remain clear for pedestrian traffic.
Often, when sidewalks are not clear, pedestrians choose to walk on the cleared street
thereby creating unnecessary risk. The City only clears sidewalks adjoining City property.
It is the sole responsibility of all property owner and/or the occupant to keep that portion
of sidewalk(s) adjoining their property clear of snow and ice. Such snow must be removed
within 24 hours following a snowfall or accumulation of a snowdrift. When a Snow
Emergency is declared, this deadline shall be extended to 72 hours and a notice will be
posted on the City’s website as outlined in the Public Notices, Alerts and Media section.
FIRE HYDRANTS
Rapidly pinpointing location and having unencumbered access to fire hydrants when
responding to a fire is imperative to save lives and protect property. During large
snowfalls, the Georgetown Fire Department (GFD), when not responding to calls, may
attempt to clear snow and ice from hydrants. However, it is the ultimate responsibility of
all property owners, who have a hydrant adjoining their property, to keep an area around
the hydrant free and clear of any snow or ice within 24 hours following a snowfall.
The area cleared shall be at minimum:




Three (3) Foot Clearance Encircling the Hydrant
Four (4) Foot Wide Access Path From the Street
The Hydrant Must Be Visible From the Street

REFUSE COLLECTION SERVICES – HERBIE
During conditions of snow and ice, all persons receiving trash collection from the City shall
be responsible for ensuring that trash containers (Herbies) are accessible and are placed
in such a manner that sanitation crews and automated equipment can safely remove the
containers from the person’s property.
PRIVATE PROPERTY SNOW REMOVAL
It is unlawful for any person to place snow on any portion of a traveled street, alley,
sidewalk or driveway constructed as a continuation of sidewalk.
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HELPFUL TIPS
TRAVEL
When deciding to travel please consider carpooling with a neighbor or coworker who has
a four wheel or all-wheel drive vehicle. While traveling please consider the following
recommendations:








Proceed well below the speed limit
Test stopping distance in an open flat area on a low volume street, away from
intersections and other vehicles by slightly pressing the brakes at a low speed
until you begin to feel slippage
Always press lightly on the accelerator
Do not slam on the brakes
Ease into turns and do not cut the wheel to one side while accelerating
Use extra caution on hills, bridges and curves

DRIVEWAYS
If you have already shoveled or plowed your driveway before the street is plowed, clear
an area to the left of the driveway entrance (standing in the driveway facing the street).
This space often helps minimize the amount of snow left in front of your driveway by the
plows.
REMOVING SNOW IN GENERAL
Shoveling snow is always easier when there is less of it. Instead of waiting until the snow
has ceased accumulating, consider shoveling multiple times during the storm. Shoveling
four inches of snow three times is less strenuous than removing twelve inches of snow
one time. In addition, by clearing early and often, ice and snowpack are less likely to form
and can remove the need to spread a deicing agent thereby saving money and reducing
chemical hazards.
PREVENTING ICE
Using ice melt on your driveway entrance and sidewalks early and often will help to
prevent snow from forming into ice. Using rock salt or other Sodium Chloride products
can kill plants and trees. An ice melt product with Calcium Chloride or Potassium Chloride
typically performs better than rock salt (smaller amount per application) and is more
environmentally friendly. Lastly, always be aware of pets and children around ice melt
since skin contact and ingestion can be hazardous.
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APPENDIX 1 – STREET PRIORITY MAP

View online at:
http://gis.gscplanning.com/snow-removal/
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REPLACE WITH MAP IN PDF
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APPENDIX 2 – QUADRANT SNOW PLOWING ZONE MAP
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REPLACE WITH MAP IN PDF
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APPENDIX 3 – STREETS AND ROADS NOT MAINTAINED BY THE CITY
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REPLACE WITH MAP IN PDF
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APPENDIX 4 – EMERGENCY, SCHOOL AND SPECIAL HAZARD AREAS

View online at:
http://gis.gscplanning.com/snow-removal/
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APPENDIX 5 – COMPLETE LIST OF STREET CLASSIFICATION AND PRIORITY
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